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Tools for Reasoning

1

Come now, and let us reason 
together. (Isaiah 1:18)

V1.4 Kenneth.Holladay@live.com
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The Reasoning Process

• Ask the right question

• Establish initial premises

• Collect Bible data 
�Bible tools

�Bible references

• Collect external data
�Bible commentaries

�Early religious writings

�History and archaeology

• Analyze data (Reason)

Form

Hypothesis

Collect

Data

Analyze

Data

The goal is to answer a question.
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• CEI has basis in formal reasoning methods 
�Direct Commands = Deductive Boolean Logic

�Examples = Inductive Logic

�Necessary Inference = Deductive Predicate Logic

• Used properly, C E NI all reveal truth
�Truth is binding

�Therefore, E and NI just as binding as C

• Abductive Reasoning
�Best explanation of all the evidence

�Also a Biblical method

�Also known as common sense

Reasoning Methods
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Perceived CEI Inconsistencies

•Col. 3:16 (singing)

�Verse is specific, we don’t generalize

•I Cor. 16:1-4 (giving)

�Verse is specific, we do generalize

•John 13:12-15 (washing feet)

�Verse is specific, but we don’t practice
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Asking the Right Question

• The right question is critical to discovering 
the truth.

• John 18:33-38 – Pilate and Jesus
�Pilate asked “Are you the King of the Jews?”

�Not really what he wanted to know.

�Real Question: “Are you leading a revolt?”

�Jesus answer
“My kingdom is not of this world. If My kingdom were of 
this world, then My servants would be fighting so that I 
would not be handed over to the Jews”
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Asking the Right Question

•What is wrong with instrumental 
music?

�In what context? School? Street corner?

�Depends on who is playing

•What is wrong with using a piano 
during worship services?

�How many instruments must we analyze?

•Does the Bible authorize playing any 
instrument for worship?
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Establishing Initial Premises

• The Bible is God’s Word. (2 Tim 3:16)

•When God gives instructions, He expects 
them to be followed.
Gen 6:22 (Noah); Lev 10:1-2 (Nadab & Abihu)

• Not all of God’s instructions are direct 
commands. (Luke 14:1-5; Matt 12:1-7)

• There are differences in worship between 
the old and new covenants. (Hebrews)

•We must be certain about our worship. 
(Rom 14:21-23) 
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Collecting Data (Bible)

Program Cost Strong points

e-Sword Free DL Good features

Logos $150-$1400
Large book 
selection

OnLine Bible Free DL ($40) Long history

Power Bible $19 Easy to use

BibleWorks $350
Original 
languages

Example Bible Programs
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Collecting Data (Bible)

•Why use a Bible program?

�Multiple translations (easy to compare)

�Search

�Links and Indexes

�Dictionaries and encyclopedias

�External references
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Collecting Data (Bible)

Psalm trumpet lyre harp timbrel stringed cymbals pipe/flute lute 
4     X    

6  X   X    

12  X       

33  X X      

43  X       

45     X    
49   X      

54     X    

55     X    

57  X X      

61     X    

67     X    

71  X X      

76     X    

81  X X X     

92  X X     X 

98 X X     X  

108  X X      

137   X      

144   X      

147  X       

149  X  X     

150 X X X X X X X  
 

Specific instruments referenced in Psalms and used in worship
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Collecting Data (Bible)

•Specific OT Authorization

�Numbers 10:1-10 

�1 Chronicles 25:1-7 

�Ezra 3:10-11
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Collecting Data (Bible)
Is the NT silent on the use of instruments?
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Collecting Data (Bible)

Trumpet Lyre Harp Timbrel Cymbal
Flute

Pipe

OT 101 37 41 7 16 18

NT 13 0 5 0 1 5

Count of instrument references in the Bible

For NT, only 3 harp references in Revelation involve service to 
God. They are highly figurative.  Rev 15:1-3

For OT references, well over half involve service to God or 
worship (I got tired of counting)
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Collecting Data (External)

5568 ψαλμόςψαλμόςψαλμόςψαλμός [psalmos /psal·mos/] n m. From 5567; TDNT

8:489; TDNTA 1225; GK 6011; Seven occurrences; AV

translates as “psalm” five times, and “Psalm” twice.  1 a 

striking, twanging. 1a of a striking the chords of a musical 

instrument. 1b of a pious song, a psalm. Additional 

Information: For synonyms see entries 5215, humnos; and 

5603, ode.See entry 5876 for comparison of synonyms. 

Enhanced Strong’s Lexicon

Colossians 3:16 (NASB95)
16 Let the word of Christ richly dwell within you, with all wisdom teaching and 
admonishing one another with psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing 
with thankfulness in your hearts to God.
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Collecting Data (External)
• 5876 Synonyms
• See Definition for humnos: 5215
• See Definition for psalmos: 5568
• See Definition for ode: 5603
• 5603 is the generic term; 5568 and 5215 are specific, the former 
designating a song which took its general character from the OT 
Psalms, although not restricted to them, the later a song of praise. 
While the leading idea of 5568 is a musical accompaniment, and 
that of 5215 praise to God, 5603 is the general word for a song, 
whether accompanied or not, whether of praise or on any other 
subject. Thus it is quite possible for the same song to be at once 
described by all three of these words.

• Strong, J. (1996). The exhaustive concordance of the Bible : Showing 
every word of the text of the common English version of the canonical 
books, and every occurrence of each word in regular order. (electronic 
ed.) (G5876). Ontario: Woodside Bible Fellowship.
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Collecting Data (External)

•James McKinnon “The Exclusion of 
Musical Instruments from the Ancient 
Synagogue”

�Professor specializing in early music
Not inspired, but not biased

�“Music historians have long since made 
note of the contrast between the elaborate 
instrumentally-accompanied psalmody of 
the Temple and the simple vocal psalmody 
of the Synagogue.”
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Collecting Data (External)

•J.A. Smith “The Ancient Synagogue, 
The Early Church, and Singing”

�Published by Oxford Press

�“Furthermore, there is no evidence that 
musical instruments were employed in 
the ancient synagogue, apart from the 
sopar which was used for signaling and 
therefore sounded only on particular 
occasions.”
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Collecting Data (External)

Trumpet Lyre Harp Timbrel Cymbal
Flute

Pipe

OT 101 37 41 7 16 18

NT 13 0 5 0 1 5

ANF 6 2 6 0 0 0

Count of instrument references

The Ante-Nicene Fathers, Vol 1.  (down to 325 A.D.) 
Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Clement, Polycarp, Ignatius, Barnabas, 
Papias, etc.
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Analyzing Results

• Clearly commanded for OT use (Bib)
�Not used in Synagogue worship (Ex)

• NT is NOT silent on instruments
�But no mention for worship (Bib & Ex)
(no command, no example)

�Psalm may be accompanied (Ex)
(not a necessary inference)

• Based on the evidence, there is no 
authorization for using instruments in 
worship today.

Does the Bible authorize playing any instrument 
for worship?
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Asking the Right Question

Does the New Testament authorize singing for worship?
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Summary

•Demonstrated reasoning process

�Asked the right (precise) question

�Established initial premises

�Collected data (Biblical and external)

�Analyzed the results

•Same process applies to any question

�Different questions have different data

�Different data requires different reasoning
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Web References

•Ferrell Jenkins

�www.biblicalstudies.info

•Ancient History Sources
�www.fordham.edu/halsall/ancient/asbook.html

•Museums

�Oriental Institute oi.uchicago.edu

�British Museum www.britishmuseum.org


